We present a bottom-up copying garbage collector for WAM based Prolog. In contrast to the top-down copying garbage collector of Bevemyr and Lindgren, it preserves the order of the heap segments in the WAM like sliding collectors do, so that space can be reclaimed on backtracking, Moreover, the collector can move some old data to newer segments so that future instant redahuing becomes better than with sllding collectors; this behavior can not be explained by use)Culhess logic and applies when the underlying Prolog machine implements ehoieepoint trimming. The algorithm is mostly explained informally through examples.
that the order of heap segments is not preserved. This prevents cheap instant reclaiming. [4] reports that this doesn't show up as a real problem in a set of benchmarks. However, this is highly program dependent and in fact, the behavior of an order-losing collector, can be arbitrarily worse than when order is preserved (see section 4). These considerations motivated our work on a practical copying collector in the context of a high performance (WAM-based) P.rolog implementation that would at least preserve the order of the heap segments: it is known from literature [3] that bottomup copying allows instant reclaiming and in fact, the MALL implementation [11] contains a bottom-up copying part since many years. We will show that our bottom-up copying algorithm not only preserves instant reclaiming~ but actually can improve it by moving objects to newer segments when this is allowed. MALl has the same property and potentially improves instant reclaiming more than our algorithm. However, this prbperty of MALl was never recognized, not even by its authors: Also, due to its data representation, MALI does not lead to an efficient Prolog implementation, so it is worthwhile to study the algorithm in the context of WAM. Bottom-up copying is described in section 3. Our collector was implemented in the BinProlog system [15] . More details can be found in section 5. Section 6 reports on the performance of our implementation. We assume knowledge of WAM [18] , [1] . We use the following symbols, terminology and conventions:
• H: the top of heap pointer: new data is always created at the top of the heap • HB: the saved heap pointer in the top choicepoint; it acts as a write-barrier: all changes to the portion of the heap that is younger than HB are recorded on the trail, which is the equivalent of the exception list in functional language implementations
• Areg[i]: the i-th argument register • the heap grows downwards in pictures
• a segment is a piece of memory allocated (or created or become in use) between the creation of two successive choicepoints (or before the first or after the last choice. point): we will refer to segments on the trail, the heap and the local stack; the argument registers always belong to the most recent segment; a choicepoint itself, although strictly created 'between' two segments, belongs to the older of the two segments; we number segments, staxting With I for the oldest, and upward; note that trail segment I is always empty in WAM; a segment in WAM can be seen as a generation: each generation is delimited by a choicepoint and each set of generations up to a certain age has its own exception list, called a trail segment, where changes are recorded
• gc will be used as s shorthand for 8~bage collection or collector in running text; when gc appears u a goal 2 Garbage collection by top-down copying [4] presents a garbage collector for the Prolog heap, by topdown copying. Two important issues are involved: the order on the heap is not preserved, and special care must be taken with the copying of arguments of structures. Both are illustrated with a small example: it is correct as far as instant red~i~g is concerned. Topdown copying as in [4] , has the property.that for every cell, i.e. the cell has moved from an older to a newer segment, meaning that this cell will be reclaimed Con backtracking) earlier than without garbage collection: our collector is unique in this respect amongst WAM-based implementations. Subsection 3.3 discusses this.
Naive bottom-up copying
The Prolog code for the example is the same as in the first example of section 2; figure 3 illustrates the point. figure  1) . The (shaded) root pointers, carry the number of the segment from which they originate. Before gc, there were two heap segments; after gc, there is only one heap segment and H =--HB, therefore, backtracking to the second alternative of b/1 will not reclaim the term g (8) . The next example shows the problem of internal cells: shows that by copying Areg[l] first, one ends up with a copy which is larger than the original: this problem is solved by a marking phase introduced by [4] . Section 3.4 describes this marking phase and also our modification.
Copying (everything reachable from) segment I first, does not guarantee that no cells move from segment 2 to segment I: while copying the object a~ce.ible from X in the clause for run/0, the term ~$) has moved to segment I.
Using the trail during bottom-up copying
The same code example as.before is used; however , the picture is completed to include the trail entry: see figure 4. Tr~l segment 2 contains the pointer to the cell with the pointer from heap segment 1 to heap segment 2: the copying of this cell is postponed (because it is a forward intersegment pointer) until (trail) segment 2 is treated. The key idea of the algorithm t is as follows:
if during the treatment of segment i, a cell c is encountered, which contains a reference to an object o in segment (i + n)(~ > 0), then o is not copied to segment i; c is necessarily pointed to by a trail entry belonging to segment (i + ~)(n < ~); o is copied at the latest when
The check whether a pointer crosses a segment boundary is cheap since we are only interested in pointers from an old to a newer segment: one comparison is enough. The example and the verbal description of the algorithm hide some complexity: the object o can itself contain a pointer that crosses a segment boundary in elther direction and so on. The full algorithm takes care of this.
Improving instant reclaiming at no extra cost
The previous discussion leads to the following question: is for any cell inequality (2) possibly correct? The question amounts to: is it possible that an object was created in segment i and is only reachable from segment (i-I-,~)(a > 0)? The answer in WAM is negative; the basic reason is that an object created in segment i becomes accessible to segment (i + 1) through choicepoint i, so that it is also accessible to segment i. Nevertheless, the following example shows that there is no fundamental necessity for making objects always available through the choicepoint:
run :-I = ~(9) , b(I) .
b(Y) :-go, use(Y) .
b(.) :-...
Note the void variable in the second clause of b/1 and how HB in the right-part of the picture has moved up. Usually, WAM implementations save the value of Areg[l] in the choicepoint of b/l, so that there is a reference to the term f(9) from the choicepoint. However, the compiler can figure out easily that there is no need to save Areg [1] in the choicepoint, as this argument is not needed after backtracking to the choicepoint of b/t. This situation has been noted by Moving an object to a newer segment several implementors (e.g. [20] ) and was named choicepoint trimming in [9] . For the above example, the state of execution just before and just after gc is shown in figure 5 , where the term f(9) is only accessible from segment 2, i.e. from the variable Y in the environment of the first clause of b/l. It is clear that the situation after gc is still consistent, i.e. all useful data is still reachable, and after backtracking to the second alternative of b/l, the term f (9) will have been de-allocated. Our algorithm achieves moving objects to a newer segment without any extra effort; it is in fact costly to avoid this behavior.
Choicepoint trimming is more often applicable than one might think; even the member/2 predicate lends itself perfectly to choicepoint trimming: see [9] for more details.
The adaptation to the marldngphase
[4] introduced a marking phase before starting the copy phase: some form of marking is necessary anyway for doing early reset and it does not alter the complexity of the total algorithm. Then, before copying a cell c, [4] makes a scan upward of the heap, starting at c, until an unmarked cell is found; then the whole block of marked cells is copied at once; this serves the purpose of preventing an extra cell in the copy for internal cells. Since we want to move as many objects as possible to newer segments, we cannot always copy such a contiguous block of marked cells: we can only copy the immediately enveloping structure of c. Consider as example:
run :-r = f(Al,a2,...,An) , gc , use(ku,...,a2,Al) .
Assume that the argument registers are copied in the order Areg[l] to Areg[n], then on copying Areg[i], a scan is made upwards to detect whether the object Ai belongs to a marked structure or not; since it doesn't (the functor cell f/n is not reachable), we copy only the object Ai. The repeated scanning introduces in this way a quadratic worst-case complexity.
To remedy this, we have introduced an extra bit per heap cell, which distinguishes between cells internal to a marked structure and other marked cells. The extra work for setting this bit is negligible (in particnlar, it does not change the complexity of the marking) and is done during the top-down marking phase.
on o~ run/0 ~zom v~nishing GC without keeping the order, makes instant reclaiming of the term f (9) on backtracking to the second clause of run/0 impossible, and since this term belongs to the already collected generation, it will not be collected by the next generational gc: the heap keeps growing and a major collection is eventually needed. In contrast, any order preserving (even generational) gc, allows the program to run in constant heap space (there is actually nothing to collect). The example exhibits also an ever growing local stack, but it is easily adapted to show that the heap can grow arbitrarily faster than the local stack. It probably shows the worst case for generational non-order preserving gc but it also indicates that in general, one must expect more major collections in a non-order preserving collection schema. This, together with the insight this paper brings that the cost of preserving (and even improving) the segment order is negligible, shows that there is no need to lose the order of segments.
The implementation in BinProlog
The algorithm described informally in section 3, has been the basis of an implementation of a garbage collector in BinProlog [151. The choice for a copying collector is even more justified in the context of BinProlog which is based on continuations and therefore keeps the equivalent of WAM environments on the heap: these structures are not recoverable on forward execution, so that the ratio garbage[useful data is higher than in a straight WAM implementation. It then becomes even more attractive to have a collector which behaves linearly in the size of the useful data. The BinProlog compiler does not implement choice point trimming, so we had to introduce some low level hacks and source transformations to effectively observe that our collector indeed does move objects to newer segments. BinProlog implements a different data representation than usual WAM: it employs tag-ondata instead of tag-on-pointer and uses a data compression technique resembling cdr-coding, called last argument overlapping (LAO) [16] : it complicates slightly the copy phase of the gc. BinProlog has some other non-standard features: a blackboard, a global hash table which can share data with the heap, backtrackable destructive assignment and a copyonce-splitting.heap implementation of findall/3 [13] : our collector is adapted appropriately. Also generational gc is catered for and we have made adaptations to the copying algorithm of Cheney [6] related to the necessity of keeping the reference chains and the preservation LAO. A full discussion of all this, is beyond the scope of this paper. More details can be found in [7] . The garbage collector is now an integral part of BinProlog.
Performance evaluation
Establishing the qualRy of a new 8 c is best done through a comparison with an existing 8c whose quality is beyond doubt; we therefore choose to evaluate our copying collector against the sliding gc in the high quality SICStus Prolog implementation [5] . Its emulator is of similar quality as the BinProlog emulator. Details about its gc can be found in [2] . Direct comparison with the implementation of [4] would have been less significant, because the underlying Prolo 8 machines are too different. In order to make the comparison between these two gcs fair and meaningful, we made sure that BinProlog (version 3.85) and SICStus Prolo8 (release 2.1#9) have the same memory management policy with respect to the heap, i.e. they can be started with exactly the same initial heap space, which is never increased nor decreased during the running of the program. Overflow is checked for in both systems at the entrance of a predicate (at the so called CALL-port). The margin at the end of the heap which is protected is equal. Both systems compact the trail during garbage collection and do early reset.
We have switched off the "variable shunting" pass of SICStus and its segmented (or generational) aspect, in order to focus entirely on the difference in performance between a sliding and a copying collector.
Both systems implement backtrack~ble destructive assignment using the trail and their gas treat such trail entries accordingly; however, none of the benchmarks makes use of destructive assignment.
Both Prolog systems ~e based on WAM [18, 1] , however, BinProlog is continuation based, i.e.. instead of managing a stack of environments, it puts continuations on the heap. Therefore, BinProlog consumes more heap than $1CStus for ordinary programs. However, a binary program does not need environments in WAM and no continuations on the heap, so that by binarising the benchmark programs, both systems behave very s~miIar in terms of heap usage. Bins--rization introduces metacalis which are expensive in SICStus because the module is resolved at run.time, which consumes heap, so we have replaced metacalis in the binarised programs by a spec/alised user predicate with zero heap consumption.
While SICStus (as usual in WAM) optin~es lists (i.e. compound term with principal functor ./2), BinProlog treats all functors in a uniform way, so we have changed the original • programs by replacing all occurrences of ./2 by an arbitrary functor with arity 2, Two differences between BinProlog and SICStus could not be eliminated: BinProlog implements LAO; this optimi~-tion is dii~cult to switch off and accounts for its smaller heap consumption on some benchmarks. On the other hand, the superior indexing strategy of SICStus results in a heap consumption which is sometimes smaller, because less choicepoints means less reachable data in general.
Both collectors were written in C and were compiled with the same gcc options (-O2 -msupersparc .foreSt-frame-pointer) on SUN SPAl~Cclassic (SUN 4/15N-32-P43) with 32Mb RAM. SlCStua wu compiled without support for binary decision diagrams which could have affected the gc time. As the performance of emulated $ICStus is close to emulated BinProlog, we have used emulated mode in both systems.
We made a big effort to make the heap management policy of both systems identical and their heap usage very close: we believe that the remaining ~erences are so small that the measurements are me~gful.
The benchmark programs were pactly taken from [4] : boyer, tap and match; we added the program al]perms which computes determinieti©ally s l~t of an permutatlons of a given llst from [14] , and queen3, a 3-~mensional v~riant of the Nqueens problem, used by [19] for the evaluation of a parallel gc for an OR-parallel Prolog implementation.
In the figures 6 and 7, we give for each test the total number of garbage collections, the total time of gc and the space collected (both garbage and useful data), The meaning of the columns in figure 6 and 7 is as follows.
• p = program • s = ,ystem (Bh~ or SICS)
• h = av~lable heap size (in Kb)
• gem = number of garbage coUectlonJ
• t = total time of the 8cs (in n~)
• u = total umeful dat6 ~ter collection (in Kb)
• g = total garbage recovered (in Kb)
• u/t = amount of uaeful data ~ter 8 c per se¢ (in Mb/s) • g/t --amount of recovered g~rbage during gc per sec (in rob/,)
• gain = speedup of program execution time due to gc; in percentage, i.e (tlme.without.gc -time.with.gc) * 100 / time.without .go
The most relevant columns are total gc time (t) and useful data recovered per time unit (u/t).
The allperms benchmark computes a list of all permutations only part of which is kept for further computation; the part which is kept and which is collected M useful by the gc, is figure 8 ), while the size of the heap at the moment of gc (i.e. when all permutations have been computed), is constant (hl). This benchmark illustrates the complexity of both garbage collectors. The ~erence for the figures for hl and h2 between Bin and SICS, is to be attributed to LAO only and is sm~ll: 3.5% and 5.8~ respectively, smaller than the relative differences in the timings. Size ol u~mdul data. h2 Figure 9 : GC time as a function on the size of useful data
The figure 8 and its graphical representation (with the lower ilne representing BinProlog) figure 9 show that, given a fixed amount of heap, both collectors perform linear in the a~e of the useful data (h2); while the copying collector is independent of the sise of the actual heap (hl) (illustrated by the fact that ¢ ----0 for h2 ----0), one sees that the sllding collector of SICS has a fixed extra cost which in general is linear in hi, and which is constant here, because hl is the same for each test. The fact that the aliding collector is linear in the size of the useful data, given a constant heap, reflects its phases: mark (linear in useful data) and compact (linear in total heap). Our collector outperforms the SICStus collector systematically.
Also figures 6 and 7 show clearly that our copying gc performs quite well compared to the high quality sliding collector in SICStus Prolog. In fact, out gc takes always less time for the same heap ~e, and ahnost always leu even if only half the heap space is given to our copying collector, which is then activated twice (or more) as often: this answers the often heard argumentation (e.g. [4] ) that a fair comparison between sliding and copying collection must give only half the space to the copying collector as the sliding collector works in-place; this argumentation is also debatable, because on modern operating systems like Solark or Windows NT, having a large address space is zero-cost as far as the space is not actually accessed. Moreover, in our implementation, the to space is effectively freed after gc, so that the extra space consumption is limited to the duration of the gc.
Related work
Copying gcs for Prolog were known before from [11] and [17] (see [3] for an almost complete account of gc for Prolog) and more recently from [4] . In the context of WAM-based Prolog systems, our garbage collector is the first to employ copying for the whole heap while keeping the segment order. It is also the first garbage collector for Prolog which was shown to improve instant reclaiming. The bottom-up and segment preserving gc in MALI does also improve instant reclaiming (and might do it better), but MALI makes assumptions on the representation of heap structures which do not hold in (Bin)WAM and which are even unrealistic in an optimized implementation of Prolog. Moreover, the authors of MALI have never realized that their gc does in fact improve instant reclaiming: this is not surprising, since the notion of choicepoint trimming is more recent than the conception of MALI. The improvement in instant reclaiming is probably not of the order to make a significant difference for most programs and requires compilers to implement choicepoint trimming. However, we have clearly shown that there is no reason to implement a copying gc which loses the order of the segments as in [4] . The fact that bottom-up copying can move older data to newer segments, so that this data becomes earlier available for instant reclaiming, shows that the notion of u:e/'ulnegJ logic [3] has its limitations: usefulness logic explains the phe-.nomenon of early reset and variable shunting, but since it maps data to {garbage, useful), it cannot explain improved instant reclaiming. Our algorithm, as well as the algorithm in [3] , distinguishes implicitly between {garbage, useful(I), useful(2), ...} where useful(N) means: useful for forward execution after backtracking to choicepoint N. For the youngest segment this means that effectively a distinction is made between data needed for the forward execution and data still needed after backtracking: data only needed for forward execution is moved to the top heap segment. The algorithm does not need to inspect the program for this: the current state of the execution is sufficient. We believe that usefulness logic should be reconsidered taking this realization into account and that a different approach to gc (and in particular to the age of an object) is required.
Conclusion
The collector was implemented and tested on top of BinProlog ~ , a production quality continuation passing Prolog system working on various 32-bit and 84-bit RISC and Intel architectures. The garbage collector shows outstanding prffictical performance compared with the high-quality sliding collector of SICStus Prolog and shows the theoretical linear complexity of a copying gc. The actual implementation also deals with BinProlog's compressed term representation *Avzilabt* by ftp from clement.info.umonctoa,ca.
while supporting the memory management requirements of Prolog extensions like bac.ktrackable destructive assignment, copy once ell-solution predicates [13] , multiple logic engines and bhckba~rds, linear and intuitionistic implication. Our work shows that segment order preserving copying garbage collection is practical for WAM based Prolog systems and competitive with the best existing GC technology.
